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Cost-Reduction - Tip #5:
Supplier Collaboration

Savings Area:
Collaboration for Cost-Reduction

Greetings!

SAVINGS AREA: Collaborative Cost-Reduction
  
Collaborative cost-reduction: occurs when a company chooses to engage,
develop, and collaborate with their supplier’s management to explore and create
mutual cost-reduction solutions that produce cost-savings and/or increased
revenue.  

Cost-Reduction Tips & Techniques: 
A)  Use techniques to create genuine rapport, understanding, and goodwill with
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selected supplier(s):
                i.   Perform periodic business reviews which includes management.
               ii.   Supplier Performance Scorecards and Performance Awards.
               iii. Supplier Visits and Vision-casting.
 
B) Explore and identify opportunities for synergies with supplier:
                 i.   Identify and develop new levels of process efficiency or longevity.
                ii.   Identify and develop new levels of innovation, information, or forecasting.
        iii.  Identify waste or redundancies in supplier’s processing or supply chain.
               iv.   Identify and develop new levels of other synergy benefits.
 
C)   Use a strategic negotiation process (which also includes securing risk-
mitigation and flexibility terms).    (request our free 10-point negotiation check-list)

"When a spend category is managed ‘well' a 20% savings results"

Actual Scenario:  
A small corporation needed to buy manufacturing services for their new
technology product, but needed their pricing to be extremely low (which they did
not merit). They needed the low price from supplier to be able to compete
effectively with larger companies (and their economy-of-scale). A team from the
company was sent to supplier's management to provide vision-casting and
develop "favored-son pricing" which would benefit the company, but would also
send more business to the supplier as the company won new business. This goal
was achieved.

Webinar Coming Soon: Corporate Cost-Reduction Bootcamp

Achieved Results: A 28% price discount was achieved for a two-year period.
The collaborative cost-reduction was achieved using tools listed in this e-Bulletin.

Free Download: Self-Savings Estimator Worksheet.   

Interim Procurement Staffing: Need interim or part-time procurement staffing? 

Request More Free Info on These Tips & Tools: Please email Roger DeAmicis
at rdeamicis@procurement-one.com or call 208-809-5487.
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